
P R I VAT E  E V E N T S

EMAIL

Contact Emily at
em@edmundsoast.com

ADDRESS

1081 Morrison Drive
Charleston, SC 29403

WEB SITE

Visit us online at
edmundsoast.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow us on instagram, twitter, 
& facebook @edmundsoast



Edmund’s Oast is a restaurant like no other, because it’s so 
much more - a unique combination of brewery, seasonally-
focused kitchen, and encyclopedic bar program.

Scott Shor had the vision to bring these often-singular pursuits under one roof 
without sacrificing an inch of quality among them. The restaurant offers an 
elevated but approachable menu, providing guests a warm and exciting dining 
experience. Executive Chef Bob Cook’s distinctively dynamic menu includes bar 
snacks, house made charcuterie, small plates, heartier entrees, and classic desserts 
with a contemporary spin. The food is authentic without pretention, delivering an 
extraordinary dining experience inspired by the beverages featured on the menu.





The restaurant can accommodate 130 guests inside with 
seating at the expansive bar, communal tables, and plush 
booths throughout.

Diners can also sit at the chef ’s counter and get an up-close view of the action 
in the open kitchen. Outside, The Bower accommodates 100 seated and 200 
standing for cocktail receptions under the temperature control structure. Next to 
The Bower, there is a spacious, tree-shaded patio with picnic tables which invites 
guests to relax and enjoy the sunny Charleston weather. There is also a smaller 
covered area—The Library—perfect for more intimate dinners and functions. 
And, perhaps best of all, onsite parking is plentiful.

SPACE
DETAILS



The Library

Tucked away next to the kitchen, The Library has an intimate porch-feel with 
string lights and candles for an organic downtown feel. It can accommodate up 
to 50 people standing or 30 seated.

 

The Bower

This open timber-framed structure is the ideal backdrop for a variety of events 
and parties. Long wooden community tables are available for sit down dinners 
of up to 100 people. The space is also ideal for parties and functions that can 
overflow in the adjacent courtyard if needed. There is a dedicated bar that can 
allow for beverage service. Best of all, The Bower is temperature controlled with 
sides that cover, and heating or fans to accommodate depending on the weather 
Included in renting the Bower is the courtyard lined with trees and picnic tables 
making it a perfect spot for a cocktail hour. The entire space allows for up to 250 
people standing.





Dinner & Parties

The outside spaces are ideal for dinners and parties. The outdoor 3,400 square 
foot temperature controlled event space—The Bower—can accommodate 
approximately 100 guests for a sit down function or 200 for a standing. The 
adjacent tree shaded space has 8 large wooden tables and can seat 80 guests. The 
shaded patio outside the kitchen area—The Library—seats 30 guests for a dinner 
or 60 for a standing, cocktail style reception. The entire restaurant can also be 
booked in full for a private party.

EVENTS
OVERVIEW





Rates

THE LIBRARY

• $2,000 minimum Sun.– Thurs.
• $3,000 minimum Fri. & Sat. 
• $2,000 minimum for Brunch

THE BOWER

• $8,500 minimum Fri. & Sat.
• $5,500 minimum Sun. – Thurs.
• $4,500 minimum for Brunch

 
ENTIRE RESTAURANT 

• $13,000 minimum Sun.– Thurs. 
$19,000 minimum Fri. & Sat.

• $8,000 minimum for Brunch
 
*None of the packages includes tax or 
gratuity. Subject to change. Minimums 
are for food and beverage.

Rental Process

• Email em@edmundsoast.com or call 843.727.1145 for availability.
• When reserving, a deposit of 50 percent of the total fee must be made, 

with the remaining 50 percent due on the day of the event.
• Cancellation of an event must be given four weeks in advance or you will 

be charged 50 percent of the deposit.
• Payment can be made by cash or credit.
• Food and beverage minimums DO NOT include tax or gratuity.
• 20% gratuity will be added to all checks.

More Information

• Edmunds Oast does not provide any other services needed for your event (rental 
equipment, décor, signage, linens, tents, event planners, etc.).

• Outdoor music must end by 11 PM.
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